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Single-Cell Analysis of CirculatingTumorCells Identifies
Cumulative Expression Patterns of EMT-RelatedGenes
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BACKGROUND. Prostate tumors shed circulating tumor cells (CTCs) into the blood stream.
Increased evidence shows that CTCs are often present in metastatic prostate cancer and can
be alternative sources for disease profiling and prognostication. Here we postulate that CTCs
expressing genes related to epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) are strong predictors of
metastatic prostate cancer.
METHODS. A microfiltration system was used to trap CTCs from peripheral blood based
on size selection of large epithelial-like cells without CD45 leukocyte marker. These cells
individually retrieved with a micromanipulator device were assessed for cell membrane
physical properties using atomic force microscopy. Additionally, 38 CTCs from eight prostate
cancer patients were used to determine expression profiles of 84 EMT-related and reference
genes using a microfluidics-based PCR system.
RESULTS. Increased cell elasticity and membrane smoothness were found in CTCs
compared to noncancerous cells, highlighting their potential invasiveness and mobility in the
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peripheral circulation. Despite heterogeneous expression patterns of individual CTCs, genes
that promote mesenchymal transitioning into a more malignant state, including IGF1, IGF2,
EGFR, FOXP3, and TGFB3, were commonly observed in these cells. An additional subset of
EMT-related genes (e.g., PTPRN2, ALDH1, ESR2, and WNT5A) were expressed in CTCs of
castration-resistant cancer, but less frequently in castration-sensitive cancer.
CONCLUSIONS. The study suggests that an incremental expression of EMT-related genes
in CTCs is associated with metastatic castration-resistant cancer. Although CTCs represent a
group of highly heterogeneous cells, their unique EMT-related gene signatures provide a
new opportunity for personalized treatments with targeted inhibitors in advanced prostate
cancer patients. Prostate # 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

During the formation and growth of a prostate tu-
mor, malignantly transformed cells can be shed from
the primary site and circulate in the bloodstream.
These circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are found at
very low levels, one in a billion blood cells, and most
die in the circulation [1,2]. Nonetheless, a proportion
of these rare cells survive and can be further preprog-
ramed by integrins and chemokines, enabling their at-
tachment at distant sites [3,4]. After seeding to a
metastatic location, CTCs adapt to survive in inhospi-
table conditions, for example, low blood oxygen per-
fusion or low pH for extended periods [5]. As CTCs
can be obtained through routine phlebotomy, there is
significant interest in their use as a measure of disease
prognosis and treatment response as well as for the
potential of treatment selection.

Despite the promise of CTC characterization for
clinical use, detecting this rare cell population is tech-
nically challenging. The FDA-approved CellSearch1

system has to date been considered the gold standard
for CTC detection in the clinical setting [6,7]. This sys-
tem uses antibodies against the epithelial cell adhe-
sion molecule (EpCAM), which positively select CTCs
in a magnetic field [8]. Immunocytological analysis
can then be used to confirm if these enriched cells ex-
press cytokeratins or intermediate filaments of epithe-
lial cells, but not the common leukocyte antigen CD45
[9]. Using EpCAM-based or equivalent approaches,
studies have shown that the presence of high CTC
counts (!5 cells/7.5 ml of blood) is associated with
shorter progression-free survival and lower overall
survival in prostate cancer patients [9–11]. Further-
more, in patients with castration-resistant prostate
cancer lower CTC counts detected post-treatments
can be a stronger prognostic indicator for survival
[6,12].

While this EpCAM-based detection technology is
useful for detecting advanced prostate cancer pro-
gression, CTCs are heterogeneous and display stem
cell-like properties [13]. Emerging evidence suggests
that a subset of CTCs may lack EpCAM or cytokeratin

expression and instead exhibit a feature of epithelial–
mesenchymal transition (EMT) [14]. EMT is a gradual
process, and gene markers specific for mesenchymal
and stem-like cells can be detected in CTCs [15,16].
CTCs once reaching a particular site acquire an ‘‘or-
gan-mimetic phenotype’’ and may lose prostate epi-
thelial hallmarks [17,18].

In this study, we developed an approach to enrich
and process CTCs based on their unique differences
in sizes and deformability that are distinct from blood
and non-invasive cells. Single CTCs individually re-
trieved using a micromanipulator system were sub-
ject to atomic force microscopy (AFM) as well as
microfluidics-based PCR analyses. The results show
that CTCs isolated from advanced prostate cancer
patients frequently lose the typical features of epithe-
lial prostate cancer cells. This shift was accompanied
by expressing highly diverse patterns of EMT-related
genes in CTCs. Furthermore, incremental increases in
the expression of these genes in these circulating cells
are associated with metastatic castration-resistant
prostate cancer.

MATERIALSANDMETHODS

Isolationof SingleCirculatingTumorCells
(CTCs)UsingSize-BasedFiltration

The University of Texas Health Science Center at
San Antonio’s Institutional Review Board approved
the study and consent was obtained prior to sample
collection. Patient blood samples ("10 ml) were col-
lected in K2-EDTA tubes, which were inverted five
times and kept at 48C or on ice. The patient blood was
subjected to single CTC isolation. CTCs were first iso-
lated from blood cells using ScreenCell1 CC filtration
kit (cat #CC 3LC-ha, ScreenCell, Paris, France) accord-
ing to manufacturer’s protocol with modifications
[19]. After blood filtration, the circular-filter was re-
leased onto an uncoated sterile petri dish with the
cell-retained side up. From this point on, the rest of
isolation process was carried out under an inverted
Evos fl digital fluorescence microscope (cat #1253460,
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AMG, Bothell, WA). The filter was washed 2–3 times
with 50 ml PBS. During the washes, the residual blood
cells were further carried through the filter using gen-
tle pipetting or dragging the filter against the bottom
of petri dish using sterile forceps. If blood cell clump-
ing occurred that could interfere with single CTC iso-
lation, clumps were dissociated by incubation with
50 ml TrypLE Express (cat #12604-013, Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) for 10 min in a petri dish before PBS
washes. CTCs and residual blood cells retained on the
filter were stained with anti-CD45 conjugated with
phycoerythrin (PE; BD, Maryland) for 15 min and
subjected to three PBS washes as described above.
CTCs on the filter were incubated with 25 ml TrypLE
Express for 10 min and removed and placed onto a
new petri dish for CD45-negative selection and single
CTC isolation using a Narishige micromanipulator
and Ferty Syringe Plus Microinjector (cat #MN-153
and INJ-FS-PLUS, Origio MidAtlantic Devices, Mt.,
Laurel, NJ). Single CD45-negative CTCs were isolated
individually, ejected in 4.5 ml PBS with 0.5 ml lysis
buffer (cat #55827, Invitrogen) in a 0.2 ml PCR tubes
and frozen on dry ice immediately and stored at
#208C until microfluidics-based PCR analysis. Some
CTCs were pooled together in RPMI medium supple-
mented with 10% FBS and ampicillin/streptomycin
for atomic force microscope analysis.

ProstateCellCulture

Prostate cancer cell lines, LNCaP-AD (androgen-
dependent), LNCaP-AI (androgen-independent) were
routinely maintained in the laboratory. PC-3, and
DU145 and the cell line were obtained from ATCC.
The cells were cultured in RPMI medium with 10%
FBS.

AnalysisofCTCsandProstateCellsUsingAtomic
ForceMicroscopy (AFM)

Individual CTCs and prostate cells suspended in
"50 ml PBS were loaded on a poly-L-Lys (300 kDa;
0.01% in PBS) coated glass disc glued to a steel disc.
The discs were mounted in the MultiMode Nano-
scope IIIa microscope (Bruker) equipped with the J
type scanner and the glass chamber for in-liquid
work. The SQube probes with a colloidal gold sphere
with a diameter of between 1.5 and 3 mm as a tip, and
nominal spring constant of 0.08 N/m were applied
for elasticity testing and topography imaging. Probes
with spherical tips were used as they produce less
harsh indentation than sharp tips and are less likely
to cause physical damage or trigger molecular re-
sponse. The surface of the glass disc was surveyed for
the presence of cells under a video camera used for
probe position control, and the probe was directed

above the selected cell. Subsequently, the height im-
age of the cell for roughness analysis was collected in
a contact mode followed by a cell indentation for the
elasticity testing. A standard plane fit was executed
on the height mode images with the Nanoscope
software version 5.12. Roughness and force plots
were analyzed with the SPIP v.5.11 software (Image
Metrology, Denmark).

Cell elasticity. To determine the Young modulus,
we performed cellular indentation mapping with the
force AFM. The central area on a cell surface was
probed to obtain the most consistent elasticity data.
We collected a 3 $ 3 array of force curves (total nine
data points) covering area of 4 mm2, with at least five
indentations for each point. Indentation depth was re-
stricted to 400 nm. A constant pulling rate was main-
tained throughout all the experiments. The applied
design allowed for data collection in less than 2 min
per cell minimizing the cell stress response induced
by the prolong instrumentation of the cell surface. For
each evaluated point, the force versus indentation
curve was constructed based on the force–load plots.
We then applied the Hertz model to calculate the
Young’s modulus using the force-indentation curves.
The model describes the physical relationship be-
tween the applied force and the cantilever indenta-
tion. It assumes spherical shape of the end of a tip
placed on a flat surface. The model is valid when the
sphere radius is substantially larger than indenta-
tions. The elasticity for each cell was averaged, and
nominal elasticity was tested against cleaned glass
disks.

Cell roughness. To assess a level of morphological
complexity of cell membranes, we determined their
surface roughness. A contact mode image of each cell
was collected using a scan size from 5 mm $ 5 mm to
30 mm $ 30 mm with a matrix of 512 $ 512 pixels per
scan at 1 Hz scan rate. We analyzed roughness values
within two to four square areas of a cell surface cover-
ing from 1 to 25 mm2. When analyzing multiple
patient-derived samples, we used the same spherical
probe for force plots and image collecting. As a mea-
sure of a cell membrane roughness, we employed
Root Mean Squared (RMS) of height calculated from
heights of all image pixels included in the area of in-
terest. Images of a glass surface surrounding the cells
were used as a blank.

Single-CellMicrofluidics-BasedRT-PCRAnalysis

Single-cell microfluidics-based RT-PCR analysis
was carried out using CellsDirectTM one-step qRT-PCR
kit (cat #11753–100, Invitrogen) and a microfluidics
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device, BioMark HD MX/HX system (cat #BMKHD-
PKG-MH, Fluidigm, Inc., South San Francisco, CA)
[20]. Single CTCs in PBS/lysis buffer were thawed,
mixed well, and spun down before lysed at 758C for
10 min. To reduce contamination, genomic DNA was
degraded in an 18 ml reaction volume using DNase I
(five units) with 1$ DNase I buffer at RT for 5 min.
PCR primers of selected genes for expression profiling
were selected from the PrimerBank database. These
primers were divided into two panels to fit BioMark
48 $ 48 chips.

Reverse transcription (RT), preamplification, and
PCR amplification were carried out according to the
protocol of single-cell gene expression (cat #BMK-M-
48.48, Fluidigm). Target genes were amplified using
BioMark HB MX/HX system with 1$ SsoFast Eva-
Green supermix with low ROX (cat #PN172-5211, Bio-
Rad, Hercules, CA) and 1$ DNA binding dye sample
loading reagent (cat #PN 100-3738, Fluidigm). In each
chip assay, universal RNA (200 pg) from human nor-
mal tissues (cat #4234565, BioChain, Newark, CA)
and no template control (NTC) served as positive and
negative controls.

DataAnalysis

Expression data of genes of interest were displayed
in cycles of threshold (Cts) after analysis using
Real-Time PCR analysis software (Fluidigm). Rela-
tive expression values of the genes was obtained
using 2#DDCt method in that each gene expression is
normalized to a reference gene and then normalized
to lowest expressed genes that have Ct 40 as described
previously [21]. Although three housekeeping genes
(ACTB, GAPDH, and UBB) were initially included as
reference genes, we found Ubiquitin B (UBB) to be a
highly stable gene for microfluidics-based PCR analy-
sis, as its reliability has previously been validated in a
meta-analysis of over 1,000 clinical samples [22].
However, expression levels of ACTB and GAPDH
were less stable and weaker among different CTCs,
consistent with a previous finding for single-cell
CTC analysis [23]. Therefore, we only selected cells
that expressed UBB at a threshold of Ct % 30 after
preamplification, assuming that CTCs expressing
robust expression of UBB are less likely to contain de-
graded RNA. Log2 values of gene expression in each
CTC were summed up as cumulative gene expression
according to the groups of frequently expressed EMT-
related genes (detected in !44% CTCs) and less
frequently expressed EMT-related genes (present in
<44% CTCs) and different oncogenic signaling path-
ways for comparisons. Cumulative gene expressions
of CTCs from prostate cancer patients were analyzed
using one-way ANOVA and unpaired Student’s t-test

using Prism 6 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA).
A P-value of <0.05 is considered as statistically
significant.

For in silico analysis of EMT-related gene expres-
sion in clinical samples, raw probe cel intensity (&.cel)
files were obtained from Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) series GSE6919. Expression data for samples
representing Normal Prostate Tissue free of any path-
ological alteration (n ¼ 18), Normal Prostate Tissue
Adjacent to Tumor (n ¼ 63), Primary Prostate Tumor
(n ¼ 65), and Metastatic Prostate Tumor (n ¼ 25),
generated using Affymetrix Human Genome U95
Version 2 Array were used for this study. RMA (Ro-
bust Multichip Average) expression measures were
calculated for probes in all the samples by RMA nor-
malization and background correction using Biocon-
ductor Affy package in R [24]. The expression was
then collapsed to gene level by averaging the meas-
ures for the probes representing a gene. These expres-
sion data were further used to compare the Metastatic
samples with Normal samples by calculating the sig-
nificance (using Student’s t-test along with Benjamini,
Hochberg false discovery rate adjustment) and fold
change.

RESULTS

IncreasedElasticityandSmoothnessofCell Surface
MembraneinCTCs

The separation of malignant cells from the primary
site via acquisition of invasive properties and trans-
port into the bloodstream are initial steps of metasta-
sis. To characterize CTCs, we used a microporous
device to filter and select CD45-negative cells from
blood samples (Table I; see the schematic diagram in
Fig. 1). Larger than blood cells, these cells showed
irregular fibroblastoid morphology, suggestive of epi-
thelial to mesenchymal transition (Fig. 1, inserts).
These CTCs were individually retrieved by a micro-
manipulator and used to determine their surface to-
pography and mechanical properties by AFM. The
AFM-based analysis utilizes interactions between a
probe (‘‘tip’’) and a cell. Raster scanning of the cell
with a probe results in the image of cell surface, suit-
able for comparing general features of surface topog-
raphy, here represented by membrane roughness,
between individual single cells (Fig. 2A). On the other
hand, in the AFM force mode the probe indents a cell
with a controlled force load. As a result, the cantilever
to which the probe is attached is deflected proportion-
ally to the applied force [25]. Figure 2B shows an ex-
ample of a force curve resulting from indentation of a
single CTC at one preselected site. A blue trace repre-
sents a tip approach phase in which the tip is brought
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into a direct contact with a cell surface from approxi-
mately 1,000–700 nm. Next, the cantilever is progres-
sively deflected as the tip encounters stronger cell
resistance. At a preset Z position, a tip stops and then
retracts (red trace) not exactly following the approach
trace.

Based on a plot describing dependence of the canti-
lever deflection on indentation, the Young modulus
constituting a measure of individual cell elasticity was
derived (Fig. 2B) [26,27]. We determined the Young
modulus of the cultured cells from the following
established lines: the immortalized BPH-1 prostate
cells and three prostate cancer cell lines, LNCap-AD,
LNCap-AI, and PC-3. Noncancerous BPH-1 cells were
the least elastic with the Young modulus about 3.7-
kilopascal (kPa), whereas the highly metastatic PC-3
cells were almost 30$ more elastic (0.13-kPa, Fig. 2C).
Interestingly, androgen-independent LNCap-AD cells
were more elastic then androgen-dependent LNCap-
Al (0.88-kPa vs. 1.2-kPa). We also measured elasticity
of four CTCs isolated from blood of a patient with
castrate-resistant prostate cancer and bone metastasis
(Fig. 2D). Young moduli of these CTCs ranged from
0.23 to 1.1-kPa, and the obtained values were similar
to that of PC-3 elasticity, but much lower than those
values calculated for BPH-1 cells.

To determine cell surface roughness, images of the
same cells were acquired immediately after elasticity
determination, by scanning the cells in contact mode
with the same spherical probe. We measured rough-
ness with a root RMS parameter, which corresponds
to a variance of pixel heights included in an area of
interest [28]. The RMS is measured in nm and does
not depend on area size in the range of 1–5 mm2

(Fig. 2E). Therefore, the higher RMS value reflects
a richer relief of a cell surface and its lower value
corresponds to a smoother surface. RMS values found
in a single cell were quite diverse reaching from 22 to
90 nm. On average the PC-3 cells showed a rougher
cell surface than CTCs, which appeared smoother.

Specifically, the average RMS for all the PC-3 cells
was 48.7 nm, whereas for CTCs was only 25.2 nm
with the difference statistically significant at P < 0.05
(Fig. 2F).

The AFM analysis presented here indicates that
cell elasticity and smoothness can be considered use-
ful parameters to distinguish between non-metastatic
and metastatic cells. Differences in elasticity also re-
flect a histological background of a cell. The smooth-
ness, commonly used to characterize a surface
property of a variety of materials, reflects cell mobili-
ty, distribution of surface proteins, and loss of cell po-
larity [29,30]. These results suggest that the high
deformity and high smoothness of CTC membrane
surface can be the result of a morphological transi-
tioning of these cells into mesenchymal-like cells for
malignant invasion. Considering the changes in a cell
membrane accompanying EMT and propensity to ad-
here, we expect that softer and smoother cells repre-
sent the most aggressive metastatic cells possibly
indicating poor prognosis.

Lossof Epithelial ProstateCancerFeaturesinCTCs

Our microporous filtration-micromanipulator sys-
tem was further used to isolate 308 CD45-negative
CTCs from blood samples of eight prostate cancer
patients (Table I). CTCs were not detectable in blood
samples from two healthy individuals (data not
shown). Sixty-two of these captured cells were sub-
jected to single-cell microfluidics-based RT-PCR anal-
ysis of a panel of 11 known prostate epithelial
markers and one negative control gene (CD45;
Table II). Of these, 38 cells showed robust expression
of UBB, and their expression data were subsequently
used for normalization with the expression value of
this housekeeping gene. Included in the analysis were
three prostate cancer cell lines—PC-3, DU145, and
LNCap-AD, and universal RNA as a positive control
and water as a negative control.

TABLE I. Clinical InformationofProstateCancerPatients

Patient

# Age

Gleason

score

PSA

(ng/ml)

CTC isolated

(# analyzed) Metastasis Status of treatment

CC01 72 9 331.47 84 (10) Bone Castration-resistant, chemo-resistant

CC02 61 9 88.47 9 (6) Bone Castration-resistant

CC03 71 9 96.05 6 (4) Bone Castration-resistant

CC04 53 9 79.00 4 (2) Bone (small volume), lymph nodes Castration-resistant, chemo-resistant

CC06 80 9 6.4 44 (5) Bone (small volume) Castration-resistant, immunotherapy-responsive

CC07 62 9 1191.56 151 (6) Bone (small volume), lymph nodes Castration-sensitive

CC08 60 N/A 13.58 6 (3) Bone, lymph nodes Castration-sensitive

CC09 64 8 0.26 4 (2) None Castration-sensitive
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As shown in Figure 3, the heat map displays a
remarkable heterogeneity of gene expression in these
38 CTCs analyzed. The majority (93%) of these cells
expressed EpCAM, suggesting their epithelial origin.

However, only "20% of these CTCs showed detect-
able PSA and PCA-3 that are known to encode com-
mon prostate-specific antigens. Other prostate cancer
markers (e.g., PSAP and PSMA) and epithelial

Fig. 1. A schematic flowchartof CTC isolation and analyses.The details are described inMaterials andMethods Section. In anti-CD45 negative
selection, representative microscopic photos show a CTC (white arrow head) was negative for anti-CD45-PE staining, whereas a blood cell
(white arrow) positive. In singleCTC selection, the leftpanel shows four representativeCTCs and therightpanel illustrates the single cell isolation
using a micromanipulator and an Evos flmicroscope.A: An Evos flmicroscope and a micromanipulator (inset).B: A pipette tip pointing to a cell
(white arrow) selected using a micromanipulator.C:The single cell was aspirated into the pipette tip from the place it was previously located at
(white arrow).D: The selected single cell was placed on a petri dish. A higher magnification of the single cell (black rectangle) is shown in the
inset.
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markers (cytokeratins 5, 7, and 8) were also present in
20% of these circulating cells. Seven cells were
EpCAM-negative, but expressed various prostate-re-
lated gene markers. Although we cannot rule out
technical limitations of detecting some prostate can-
cer-related genes at the single-cell level, our initial
results suggest a dramatic shift of gene expression oc-
curring in CTCs that escaped from their primary tu-
mor sites [16]. When seeded in metastatic locations,
these cells may recirculate back into the bloodstream
and progressively lose their epithelial prostate charac-
teristics [5].

CumulativeExpressionof EMT-RelatedGenes
inCTCsofCastration-ResistantCancer

Because of the invasive nature of CTCs, we also de-
termined expression profiles of 56 EMT-related genes
in these prostate cancer patients that were categorized
into castration-resistant (i.e., four patients resistant to
both castration therapy and docetaxel chemotherapy),
one castration-resistant/immunotherapy-responsive
(in regards to patient’s serum PSA response observed
following the Provenge immunotherapy), and castra-
tion-sensitive (i.e., three patients obtaining PSA re-
sponse following initiation of castration therapy)
groups (see Table I). Despite high degrees of tran-
scriptional heterogeneity, 18 of these EMT-related
genes were commonly expressed in 44–100% of
these CTCs analyzed (Fig. 3). Furthermore, expression
levels of these genes (e.g., PTPRN2, ALDH1, ESR2,
and WNT5A) were significantly higher in CTCs of
castration-resistant patients than those of castration-
resistant/immunotherapy-responsive (P < 0.01) and
castration-sensitive (P < 0.001) patients (Fig. 4A). The
expression of the remaining 24 EMT-related genes
was less frequent (<44%) in these CTCs by the micro-
fluidics-based PCR system. When expressed, incre-
mental numbers and high expression values of these
genes were significantly found in circulating cells
isolated from castration-resistant patients (P < 0.05;
Fig. 4B). When further categorizing EMT-related genes
into different oncogenic signaling pathways, we found
that upregulation of these genes was significantly
associated with Sonic Hedgehog (P < 0.005), WNT
(P < 0.05), and TGF-b (P < 0.05), suggesting their
important roles in metastatic castration-resistance and
immunotherapy. In silico analysis using available
expression microarray data of a published prostate
cancer cohort confirmed frequent upregulation of
fourteen (e.g., ESR2, WNT5A, IGF1R, PTCH1, GSK3B,
MMP3, PTPRC, and EGFR) of these candidate genes
in metastatic sites of prostate cancer (Fig. 5) [31].

Genes encoding for the regulation and mainte-
nance of stem-cell characteristics were detected in

Fig. 2. AFM probing of cell surface indicates that CTCs exhibit
mechanical phenotyperesemblinghighlymetastatic culturedpros-
tate cancer cells.A: A scheme illustrating the principle ofmeasur-
ing cell elasticity. A cell (blue) bound to a mica surface (gray) is
indentedbya tip (red triangle)mountedona flexible cantilever (red
board) proportionally to the cell elasticity.Deflection of the canti-
lever (blue arrow) changes aposition of a laserbeamreflection that
measures force needed to indent the cell.The distance between a
tip end and the cell is representedby the Z position (thick vertical
arrow) directlymeasured by a piezoelectric element of themicro-
scope.B: An example of a force plot of individual CTC (cell #4).
Blue arrowspoint atpositions of little humps atwhich the tip likely
sensed a cytoskeleton discontinuity. Adhesion forces between the
tip and the cellbent the cantilever in the opposite direction as indi-
cated by the red arrow.C: Histogram comparing elasticity of four
prostate cell lines.The elasticity is presented as theYoungmodulus.
The benign BPH-1 cells are the stiffest (showed the largest Young
modulus), whereas androgen dependent LNCap are more elastic
followed by the LNCap androgen independent, and by PC-3 cells
that are highlymetastatic, and also the softest.Histograms repre-
sentmeanvalueswith corresponding SD.D: Histogramcomparing
elasticity of four individual CTCs. These cells were as soft as the
cancerous cell linespresentedin thepanelC.Histogramsrepresent
meanvalueswithcorrespondingSD.E:Height topographyimage of
a single CTC (cell #4) recorded with a spherical tip in contact
mode. Roughness (rms in nm) of the cell membrane calculated
for three 2.5 mm$ 2.5 mm.The cell is flat since it is tightly bound
to a glass plate with poly-L-Lys and also may represent a strongly
metastaticphenotype.
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TABLE II. Genes (n ¼ 84)SelectedforSingle-CellMicrofluidics-BasedRT-PCRAnalysis

Gene names Biological functions

Stem cell marker
PTPRN2 Protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, N polypeptide 2
ALDH1(A1) Aldehyde dehyfrogenase 1 family, member A1; involved in metabolism
CD44 CD44 antigen; involved in cell–cell interaction, cell adhesion, and migration
PTEN Phosphatase and tensin homolog; tumor suppressor. Acts as a dual-specificity protein

phosphatase
CD133 (PROM1) Prominin 1; binds cholesterol in cholesterol-containing plasma membrane microdomains
NKX3-1 NK3 homeobox 1; transcription factor, acts as tumor suppressor controlling prostate

carcinogenesis
MYC V-myc avian myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog; activate the transcription of

growth-related genes
ATXN1 (SCA-1) Ataxin 1; chromatin-binding factor that repress Notch signaling
GATA3 GATA binding protein 3; transcription factor contains two GATA-type zinc fingers
TNFSF11 (RANKL) Tumor necrosis receptor (ligand) superfamily, member 11; ligand of cytokine
TNFRSF11B Tumor necrosis receptor superfamily, member 11b; acts as decoy receptor in

osteroclastogenesis
TACSTD2 Tumor-associated calcium signal transducer 2; A cell surface receptor that transduces

calcium signals
Other EMT-related genes
CXCL13 Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 13; chemotactic for B-lymphocytes
ESR2 (ESRb) Estrogen receptor 2 (ER beta); nuclear receptor transcription factors
ASPA Aspartoacylase; catalyzes the conversion ofN-acetyl_L-aspartic acid to aspartate and acetate
CDH2 Cadherin 2; cadherin, neuronal (N-cadherin); a calcium dependent cell–cell adhesion

glycoprotein; contribute to the sorting of heterogeneous cell types
CDH1 Cadherin 1; E-cadherin (epithelial); a calcium dependent cell–cell adhesion glycoprotein;

loss of funtion contribute to progression of several cancers
COL1A2 Collagen, type 1, alpha 2; a type-I fibril-forming collagen
DAB2IP DAB2 interacting protein; functions as a Ras GTPase-activating protein.
FN1 Fibronectin 1; involved in cell adhsion and migration processes
VIM Vimentin; Class-III intermediate filaments found in non-epithelial cells, especially

mesenchymal
ITGB1 (CD29) Integrin, beta 1; membrane receptors involved in cell adhesion and recognition

Wnt signaling
IGF1 Insulin-like growth factor (somatomedin C); growth promoting by enhancing glucose

uptake
IGF2 Insulin-like growth facotr 2 (somatomedin A); growth-promoting activity
WNT5A Wingless-type MMTV integration site family, member 5A
IGF1R Insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor
FZD4 Frizzled family receptor 4
WNT11 Wingless-type MMTV integration site family, member 11
MMP14 Matrix metallopeptidase 14 (membrane-inserted)
MMP9 Matrix metallopeptidase 9 (gelatinase B, 92 kDa gelatinase, 92 kDa type IV collagenase)
WNT5B Wingless-type MMTV integration site family, member 5B
SNAI2 Slug; snail, drosophila, homolog of, 2
GSK3B Glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta
MMP2 Matrix metallopeptidase 2 (gelatinase A, 72 kDa gelatinase, 72 kDa type IV collagenase)
MMP7 Matrix metallopeptidase 7 (matrilysin, uterine)
NOTCH1 Notch, drosophila, homolog of, 1; translocation-associated notch homolog (TAN1)
SOX9 SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 9
TCF3 Transcription factor 3 (E2A immunoglobulin enhancer binding factors E12/E47)
CTNNB1 Catenin, beta-1; cadherin-associated protein, beta; beta-catenin
FZD7 Frizzled family receptor 7
ITGA6 Integrin, alpha 6

(Continued)
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TABLEII. (Continued)

Gene names Biological functions

SHH signaling
PTCH1 Patched 1
GLI-3 GLI family zinc finger 3
PTCH2 Patched 2
SHH Sonic hedgehog

TGFb signaling
FOXP3 Forkhead box P3
TGFB3 Transforming growth factor, beta 3
SMAD2 SMAD family member 2
TWIST1 Twist, drosophila, homolog of 1
ZEB1 Zinc finger E-box binding homeobox 1
BMP7 Bone morphogenetic protein 7
TGFB2 Transforming growth factor, beta 2
ZEB2 Zinc finger E box-binding homeobox 2; SMAD-interacting protein 1 (SMADIP1)
FOXC2 Forkhead box C2 (MFH-1, mesenchyme forkhead 1)
FOXA2 Forkhead box A2
TGFB1 Transforming growth factor, beta 1

EGFR signaling
EGFR (Her/ERBB1) Epidermal growth factor receptor; HER1; ERBB1
ERBB2 V-ERB-B2 avian erythroblastic leukemia viral oncogene homolog 2; NEU; HER2
SRC Proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase SRC

Clinical drug targets
PIM3 Pim-3 oncogene
MTOR Mechanistic target of rapamycin (serine/threonine kinase)
ACP5 Acid phosphatase 5, tartrate resistant
PIM1 Pim-1 oncogene
PIM2 Pim-2 oncogene
AXL AXL receptor tyrosine kinase
ALPL (BAP) Alkaline phosphatase, liver/bone/kidney
SPP1 Secreted phosphoprotein 1
ADRA2A Adrenergic, alpha-2A-, receptor
HERPUD1 (MIF1) Homocysteine-inducible, endoplasmic reticulum stress-inducible, ubiquitin-like domain

member 1
AURKA Aurora kinase A
MUC1 Mucin 1, transmembrane

Prostate markers
EpCAM Epithelial cell adhesion molecule
ACPP (PSAP) Acid phosphatase, prostate
MKI67 (Ki-67) Antigen identified by monoclonal antibody Ki-67
KLK4 Kallikrein-related peptidase 4
PCA-3 Prostate cancer antigen 3 (non-protein coding)
FOLH1 (PSMA) Folate hydrolase (prostate-specific membrane antigen) 1
KLK2 Kallikrein-related peptidase 2
KRT5(CK5) Keratin 5
KRT7(CK7) Keratin 7
KRT8(CK8) Keratin 8; cytokeratin 8
PSA (KLK3) Kallikrein-related peptidase 3

Controls
PTPRC (CD45) Leukocyte-common antigen; protein-tyrosine phosphatase, receptor-type, c
UBB Ubiquitin B; polyubiquitin B
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CTCs, but appeared as a less frequent event ("10%).
However, two additional stem-cell gene markers,
PTPRN2 and ALDH1, were related to EMT and were
frequently expressed in CTCs of castration-resistant
patients.

DISCUSSION

The current EpCAM-based technologies are largely
restricted to count increased numbers of CTCs known
to correlate with advanced prostate cancer [6,9,10].
Using an innovative strategy by coupling a microfil-
tration system with a micromanipulator device, we
have developed a new system to characterize physical
properties and expression patterns of individual
CTCs in advanced prostate cancer patients, as well as

in established prostate cancer cell lines. This novel
technology has permitted us to make the unexpected
discovery that the majority of EpCAM-positive CTCs
show loss of epithelial characteristics. In spite of high
PSA values detected in the blood of these patients,
these cells may not express PSA and other frequently
detectable markers in primary prostate tumors. Shed-
ding from the primary sites, these cells become highly
deformed by increasing their membranous elasticity
and smoothness. It is possible that aberrant expres-
sion of EMT-related genes can completely or partially
replace prostate epithelial features, instead displaying
mesenchymal and stem-like characteristics [18,32].
Activation of TGF-b signaling leads to increased
activities of transcription factors in the TWIST, ZEB,

Fig. 3. Heterogeneous expression profiles of EMT-related and other genes among CTCs. RNA from CTCs was subjected to microfluidics-
based single-cell qRT-PCRanalysisusing a BioMarkHD system.Gene expression for eachgenewas obtained as describedinMaterials andMeth-
ods Section anddisplayedin ablue-whitegradient.Gene symbols andgenegroupswere labeledon the top andCTCnumbers andpatientgroups
on theright.EMT-relatedgenes are furtherdivided into twogroups: the frequentlyexpressedgroup and the less frequentlyexpressedgroup.
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and SNAIL gene families that repress epithelial cell
adhesion and induce other mesenchymal proteins
[16]. Overexpression of WNT agonists, FZD7 and
FZD4, results in increased expression of MMP gene
families that promote metastatic dissemination [33].

Clinically relevant to this discussion is the differ-
ence observed in the EMT-related gene profiles be-
tween the patients with advanced castrate-sensitive
prostate cancer (i.e., responding to castration with
PSA response) and patients who are castrate- and che-
mo-resistant (i.e., progressed on both castration thera-
py and docetaxel chemotherapy). Patients with newly
diagnosed advanced prostate cancer are almost
always treated with medical castration therapy, the
majority of which will respond favorably to therapy
with improvement in PSA response, defined as a
PSA %4 ng/ml at 7 months after therapy, with those
achieving a PSA %0.2 ng/ml having a much better
median overall survival of 75 months. About a third
of men however fail to achieve a PSA %4 ng/ml,
develop early castrate-resistant disease, and have a
median OS of just 13 months. Identifying this subset
of patients early in their course of castration therapy
based on expression patterns of EMT-related genes in
CTCs would have prognostic value.

A further interesting finding relates to the
EMT-related gene profile for one patient with cas-
trate-resistant disease treated with the Provenge im-
munotherapy instead of docetaxel chemotherapy.
Provenge is now being used to treat men with
asymptomatic or advanced metastatic castrate-resis-
tant prostate cancer. Despite improvement in median
overall survival, most patients did not achieve PSA
response to therapy [34]. This patient, however, had
an improvement of PSA response from 9.29 to
6.4 ng/ml following immunotherapy. Interestingly,
his EMT-related gene profile in CTCs most closely
resembles that of patients with castrate-sensitive dis-
ease. One of the limitations of our study is small sam-
ple size, however, it is possible that this type of
single-cell analysis may have a predictive role in a
subset of patients with castrate-resistant disease who
would benefit from immunotherapy.

In this regard, we additionally conducted a micro-
fluidics-based PCR analysis of 12 oncogenes for
which targeted inhibitors are readily available in early
phase clinical studies at our institution. The CTC anal-
ysis on these patients will allow their clinicians to
consider targeted treatments, such as PIM kinase
inhibitors, mTOR inhibitors, G-202 (a PSMA targeting
pro-drug), Axl and MUC-1 inhibitors, as therapeutic
options for these men with castrate and chemo-resis-
tant disease who have exhausted all FDA-approved
agents available to them. For example, three genes,
PIM3, MTOR, and ACP5 were frequently found
in CTCs of both castration-resistant and -sensitive
patients (see Fig. 3). This finding suggests that meta-
static potential of CTCs may depend on the oncogenic
addiction of related signal transduction. Consider-
ation should be given to this type of assessment for
patients with advanced prostate who have failed
hormone ablation and second-line therapies. It is
noteworthy to mention that recently Darshan et al.
reported a significant correlation between cyto-
plasmic sequestration of AR and clinical response
to chemotherapy using CTCs from patients [35]. In
addition this correlation was observed in EpCAM-
positive, PSMA positive, and CD45-negative CTCs.
Further mutations in AR were also detected using
CTCs from CRPCA patients [36]. However we did not
include AR in our panel of genes as we solely focused
our efforts on EMT processes not AR signaling. Al-
though EMT has been demonstrated to play a critical
role in tumorigenesis, whether AR plays a significant
role in EMT is relatively unexplored. Nevertheless re-
cent reports show that androgen deprivation induces
EMT in both normal prostate and prostate cancer
[37,38]. Given these emerging data showing relation-
ship between EMT and AR, identification of changes
in expression of AR in CTCs would be interesting and

Fig. 4. Elevated cumulative expression of EMT-related genes and
signaling pathways in CTCs from castration-resistant patients. Cu-
mulative expression EMT-relatedgenes in eachCTC are displayed in
box plots among CR, CR-IS, and CS patients. A: Cumulative gene
expression of frequently expressed EMT-related genes.B: Cumula-
tive gene expression of less frequently expression EMT-related
genes.C: Cumulative gene expressions of WNT, SHH, and TGF-b
signaling pathways.Datawere analyzedusing one-way ANOVA and
unpaired Student’s t-test. A P-value of<0.05 is considered as statisti-
cally significant. CR, castration-resistant; CR-IS, castration-resis-
tant and immunotherapy sensitive; CS, castration-sensitive.
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Fig. 5. Elevated expression of EMT-related genes and drug target genes in metastatic prostate cancer. In silico analysis of gene expression
revealed that expression of nine EMT-related genes and five drug target genes are higher in clinicalmetastatic prostate tumors than normal
prostate.Datawere analyzedusing Student’s t-test.N, normal; AN, normal tissue adjacent to tumor;T, tumor; andM,metastatic. &P < 0.05;
&&P < 0.01;&&&P < 0.001.
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useful. Therefore future studies will be conducted by
placing these CTCs in short-term cell culture for test-
ing specific inhibitors that target EMT-related signal-
ing and exploring the role of AR signaling in EMT.
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